Strategic Operations Support (SOS)
for UNDERWRITING
DISCIPLINE BY DESIGN
Our approach to underwriting is built on four key pillars, all of which constitute a higher degree of discipline for the underwriting process:

EXPERTISE

EFFICACY

EXPERIENCE

EFFICIENCY
The 4E Framework

The 4E Framework is especially beneficial for insurance companies that use multiple underwriting methods; run disparate, disjointed policy
administration systems; and don’t employ comprehensive processes for reviewing and reconciling the information from those multiple
methods and systems. By employing those comprehensive review and reconciliation processes, we minimize — and in some instances
eliminate — adverse selection.

$108 M

50

Identified in overlooked losses
for an insured

Identified duplicate claims across
multiple accounts for the same insurer

EXPERTISE
All of our underwriting services are performed by team members who are experts in underwriting and trained by underwriters and
actuaries. When a piece of business is submitted, we review it thoroughly to check data for reasonableness and consistency. We assess
location, financial, and company information; the nature of the business, the program structure, and particularly the loss experience and
historical and projected exposures.
About 80 percent of an underwriter’s policy pricing-related work can be handled by us, leaving only the final decision-making with the
underwriters. As a result, underwriters can focus on increasing revenue by booking more business.

EXPERIENCE
Our team comprises of 200+ underwriting technicians specializing in property/casualty lines,
including General Liability, Auto, Marine, Homeowners, Medical Malpractice, Professional
Liability for the U.S., Canada, Europe, Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia, and New Zealand regions.
Consequently, we’re able to improve the accuracy of quotes by identifying any anomalies in data
quickly and effectively. The various steps with which we help underwriters include:
››
››
››
››

Risk Assessment and Selection
Data Compilation and Analysis
Data Standardization and Integration
Base Premium Calculation

EFFICACY
We evaluate multiple year loss runs in detail, identify missing losses and trends, determine if
there are any new exposures to potential loss, research any increases in exposure, perform
year over year comparisons, to identify any discrepancies such as duplicate claims, consolidate
and standardize all information and calculate a base price. (Submissions that don’t satisfy
underwriting guidelines are declined.) We consolidate and standardize the information to be fed
into pricing tools and templates. Underwriters use the reports we generate to price the risks.
To illustrate, those processes have enabled us to achieve the following outcomes:
›› For one insured, the broker said his loss information was complete. But our analysis revealed
the losses were limited to $10M. The broker’s summary did not include losses above $10M
(Self Insured Retention), yielding an overall difference of $108M in losses. Once we corrected
the loss summary, the company’s underwriters and actuaries were able to quote the policy
more accurately and ensure a competitive yet profitable premium.
›› For another insured, we found TPA losses were missing. While comparing the current year’s
data with the prior year’s, we determined the prior year’s data had more losses and seemed
to be ground up, while the current year’s data had fewer claims and 41 percent less loss.
›› For a third insured, we identified 50 duplicate claims in two different accounts, revealed that
losses attributed to those claims were different in each of the accounts, and discovered one
account was a sub-account of the other.

EFFICIENCY
Our team helps boost underwriters’ productivity by providing them with all the information
they need, accelerating decision-making. From pre-quote analysis, to premium calculation, from
improving pricing accuracy to reducing adverse selection, we help reduce the demands on your
underwriters and improve outcomes. Our detailed analysis helps underwriters write a profitable
book of business, improving combined ratio in the long run. Moreover, we free up underwriters’
time, allowing them to use that time to grow your business. Because we’re insurance experts,
we have no learning curve. So, you have no waiting time for activity or results.
Call us today to find out how we can help your underwriters over-produce.
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